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What Story Got Wrong – Federalism, Localist Opportunism and International Law

Paul B. Stephan

I. INTRODUCTION

In Swift v. Tyson, Justice Story argued that the rules of commercial law were too important to be localized.1 The case involved a negotiable instrument. This specialized contract depends on wide circulation and acceptance for its value. Uniform rules promote these qualities, and an international body of legal rules already existed for this instrument.2 Story concluded that

* Lewis F. Powell, Jr. Professor and Elizabeth D. and Richard A Merrill Research Professor, University of Virginia School of Law. I am grateful to the conference participants for their comments and criticism. They should not be blamed for any of this article’s deficiencies. The article draws on my recent work as Counselor on International Law in the Office of the Legal Adviser, U.S. Department of State. The views expressed herein, however, are mine personally and should not be assumed to be those of the Office of the Legal Adviser or of any other component of the U.S. government.

1. "The law respecting negotiable instruments may be truly declared in the languages of Cicero, to be in a great measure, not the law of a single country only, but of the commercial world." Swift v. Tyson, 41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 1, 19 (1842) (citation omitted).

2. It is for the benefit and convenience of the commercial world, to give as wide an extent as practicable to the credit and circulation of negotiable paper, that it may pass not only as security for new purchases and advances, made upon the transfer thereof, but also in payment of, and as security for, pre-existing debts. The creditor is thereby enabled to realize or to secure his debt, and thus may safely give a prolonged credit, or forbear from taking any legal steps to enforce his rights. The debtor also has the advantage of making his negotiable securities of equivalent value to cash. But establish the opposite conclusion, that negotiable paper cannot be applied in payment of, or as security for, pre-existing debts, without letting in all the equities between the original and antecedent parties, and the value and circulation of such securities must be essentially diminished, and the debtor driven to the embarrassment of making a sale thereof, often at a ruinous discount, to some third person, and then, by circuity, to apply the proceeds to the payment of his debts. What, indeed, upon such a doctrine, would become of that large class of cases, where new notes are given by the same or by other parties, by way of renewal or security to banks, in lieu of old securities discounted by them, which have arrived at maturity? Probably, more than one-half of all bank transactions in our country, as well as those of other countries, are of this nature. The doctrine would...
federal courts, in the exercise of their diversity jurisdiction, should construe their statutory authority so as to disregard local rules that might obstruct the construction of a national common market in harmony with the international financial community. Accordingly, the Court ruled that the federal judiciary could ignore a rule developed by the courts of New York, even though New York law governed the negotiable instrument in question.

Implicit in Story’s argument is an assumption that state courts will embrace rules of law that harm general welfare. They might do so either because they are foolish or, more likely, because they seek local benefits at the expense of the national interest. At the time of the founding, the principal argument for creating the federal courts’ diversity jurisdiction was a belief, based on considerable evidence, that state courts favored local parties to the detriment of the national interest. Story’s interpretive strategy resonated with this constitutional determination: State judges are subject to local pressures inimical to interstate commerce and should be marginalized whenever possible.

Story’s insight that the actions of local judges reflect local pressures seems indisputable. What he got wrong, however, is the assumption that local actors inevitably have an incentive to act so as to disadvantage outsiders. To be sure, it is an easy mistake to make. In any representative polity, local officials must answer mostly to local interests, because outsiders lack the franchise. But this argument is too primitive. Other mechanisms beside direct political accountability can induce local actors to internalize the effects of their actions on outsiders. Local officials do not always need federal supervision to promote acts that redound to the nation’s benefit.

This point is fundamental to any inquiry into the role federalism plays in international law. If Story is wrong, then so are many others. In particular, Story’s claim – that in law, localism is pervasive and inevitable, and thus requires federal supervision – underlies prominent arguments for the federalization of international rules within the domestic legal order. Harold Koh, for example, argues:

One need not denigrate the ability or impartiality of state court judges to recognize that the federal judges have *structural* attributes that make them more appropriate adjudicators to rule on international matters that may embroil the nation in foreign policy disputes. Unlike state judges, who are effectively unaccountable to

---

strike a fatal blow at all discounts of negotiable securities for pre-existing debts.

*Id.* at 20.

3. To be precise, the Court ruled that Section 34 of the Judiciary Act of 1789, 1 Stat. 73, 92 (the so-called Rules of Decision Act), allows federal courts sitting in diversity to disregard state court decisions that address questions of general law and do not involve the interpretation of otherwise applicable local legislation. 41 U.S. at 18-19.
national institutions on matters of pure state law, federal judges are
nominated by a national official (the President), are confirmed by a
national body (the Senate), are granted salary independence and
life tenure, and render federal common law rulings subject to re-
view and revision by federal appellate courts, Congress, and the
executive branch.4

Others too have maintained that international law must be federal to
avoid local actions that, as Koh put it, “may embroil the nation in foreign
policy disputes.”5 These scholars walk with Story in seeing the risk of local-
ism as a compelling argument for a nationalist approach to international law –
that is, regarding all international law as federal in nature and presumptively
enforceable by federal courts at the behest of interested parties.

The core error in Story’s argument is the assumption that the accounta-
bility of local actors necessarily depends on direct federal supervision. The
nationalist argument is not only primitive, but inconsistent with the assump-
tions of other arguments that proponents of international law generally em-
brace. One anti-nationalist critique of customary (that is, non-treaty) inter-
national law is that individual nation-states are likely to defect from generally
desirable norms due to local opportunism.6 In response, international law
proponents contend that the iterative nature of international interactions can,
if certain conditions are satisfied, alter the incentive to defect from a

111 HARV. L. REV. 1824, 1849 (1998) (emphasis added). For those embracing this
argument, the lodestone modern Supreme Court citation is Banco Nacional de Cuba
v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398, 425 (1964) (“[T]he competence and function of the Judi-
ciary and the National Executive in ordering our relationships with other members of
the international community must be treated exclusively as an aspect of federal law.”).

5. E.g., John Norton Moore, Federalism and Foreign Relations, 1965 DUKE
L.J. 248. For a doctrinal, rather than instrumentalist, critique of the nationalist posi-
tion, see Curtis A. Bradley & Jack L. Goldsmith, Customary International Law as
(1997).

6. To be precise, these critics argue that many problems supposedly addressed
by customary international law have the nature of a prisoners’ dilemma game, which
induces defection rather than cooperation. See Jack L. Goldsmith & Eric A.
Posner, The Limits of International Law 23-82 (2005); see also Robert E.
Scott & Paul B. Stephan, The Limits of Leviathan: Contract Theory and the
Enforcement of International Law 141-46, 206-12 (2006) (discussing instrumen-
talist dimensions of recognizing customary international law); Paul B. Stephan, The
Institutionalist Implications of an Odious Debt Doctrine, LAW & CONTEMP.
PROBS., Summer 2007, at 213 (discussing difficulties with particular customary international
law doctrine).
generally desirable cooperative outcome. But if customary international law can emerge among nation-states without the supervision of an international enforcer, why insist that the U.S. states always must submit to the nationalist discipline of the federal courts?

I first explain the theoretical underpinning of the argument against the inevitability of localist opportunism. I then illustrate the general theory with three examples where the international obligations of the United States can be met without the strong federal supervision that Story deemed necessary and that latter-day nationalists embrace. I first discuss the body of law that was the subject of Swift v. Tyson, namely the rules governing negotiable instruments. Story thought that developing a federal common law was necessary to thwart idiosyncratic, and presumably opportunistic, state decisions. Yet both before and after the overthrow of Swift v. Tyson in 1938, the United States attained national uniformity in negotiable instrument law without resorting to national supervision. The next examples involve the Hague Child Support Convention and the UNCITRAL Electronic Commerce Convention, two private international law treaties which the United States might relegate to state enforcement. In the conclusion, I discuss the broader implications of these debates and relate them to ongoing controversies over the role of the judiciary in propounding public law and the significance of international law.

II. THE LIMITS OF THE ARGUMENT FROM LOCALIST OPPORTUNISM

One of the main reasons the Founders replaced the Confederation was the unwillingness of the states to meet the commitments made through the 1783 Treaty of Paris. The United States had promised to honor commercial obligations owed British subjects and to redress expropriations of their property, but state legislatures and courts refused to go along. The naked interests at stake seem clear enough: Not just national honor, but renewed commerce depended on enforcing the treaty. Yet these benefits attached to the entire nation and, from a local perspective, were diffuse. The rewards from protecting local debtors (including the holders of wrongfully expropriated property) were direct and concentrated. It was another act in the tragedy of the commons, with self-interested and uncoordinated local actors plundering a common resource. For purposes of clarity, I will refer to such behavior as localist opportunism.

There is nothing wrong with the starting point that local officials sometimes have an incentive to disregard a generally optimal legal strategy and instead may reward local actors. Much of international trade theory rests on

---

this premise, as do bodies of law such as federal preemption doctrine.\textsuperscript{10} Story’s mistake was to assume that this problem was absolute and thus demanded a categorical solution. Local decisionmaking authority is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for localist opportunism. Even though outsiders lack direct political means of influencing local decisionmakers (indeed, that is the definition of an outsider), other means may exist to induce local decisionmakers to account for the effect of their actions on outsiders.

A widely accepted model of the political and economic interests that lead to lawmaking supports the first step in this argument: Not all regulatory issues present a significant risk of localist opportunism. Game theory provides an analytic approach to the general problem of indirect coordination of behavior. Simplifying greatly, two general classes of problems present themselves. Instances where cooperation is desirable but individual actors have an incentive to defect from the cooperative outcome are called collective action problems. Instances where actors lack an incentive to defect and instead search for an outcome around which cooperation can coalesce are called coordination problems. A familiar example of the latter is the rule governing which side of the road to drive on: Once a solution becomes conventional, drivers face strong disincentives to defect even in the absence of state enforcement.\textsuperscript{11}

The solution to coordination problems involves a credible norm entrepreneur, someone who can stake out a position around which others coalesce. This entrepreneur need not be an official body, as long as its position has sufficient notoriety and credibility. Recognition of the norm itself alters the incentives parties face.

In the case of collective action problems, altering the incentive to defect may entail further steps. For example, Congress occasionally will induce states to participate in a collective-action project (that is, a program that produces general benefits if all participants cooperate, but that unfolds in an environment where there exist local incentives to defect) by making funding conditional on cooperation. Consider the minimum drinking age in the United States. Not too long ago, states had unfettered discretion to set that age (a power arguably enshrined in the second section of the Eighteenth Amendment). Because of population mobility, however, a state that sets the age higher than its neighbors faces the risk of low-cost avoidance. Moreover, the


larger the number of states that set a higher limit, the greater the incentive to holdouts to make the age low to attract revenues from outsiders. Congress responded not by enacting a national minimum drinking age (which might face constitutional objections), but by conditioning certain kinds of federal funding on compliance with a 21-year-old floor. The central government, in other words, can alter the incentives by adding some of its own, rather than by directly mandating an outcome.

The central funding approach may not seem to differ all that much from direct supervision. But, as the discussion below of the Child Support Convention will illustrate, the United States has only limited experience with the use of financial incentives, not backed up by legal command, as a means of procuring state compliance with its international obligations. The recent decision of the United States to sign this Convention may represent a new approach in its treaty practice.

More interesting, at least as a conceptual matter, are cases where market forces work to align the incentives of locals with the interests of outsiders. Consider, for example, the longstanding debate about the desirability of federalism in the law of corporate governance. During the middle of the twentieth century, the dominant argument was that of Adolph Berle and Gardiner Means. They saw localist opportunism behind the existing rules governing managerial discretion and the rights of shareholders. Managers, the argument went, could choose where to incorporate, and surely would pick rules that best benefited managers. The result was a “race to the bottom,” which Delaware won by providing the package of rules that best facilitated the exploitation of shareholders by managers. For example, Delaware’s business judgment rule, which stringently limits the authority of a court to review the wisdom of decisions made by a corporate board of directors, allegedly gives corporate managers a free pass at the expense of shareholders who suffer the consequences of bad business decisions. Berle and Means suggested that Delaware adopted such rules because it reaped local benefits from providing a seat to many publicly traded corporations, while the shareholders who suffered from the exploitation resided largely out of state.

Ralph Winter first challenged this claim, and Roberta Romano later produced a comprehensive response based on extensive empirical evidence. Managers, Winter and Romano argued, are sensitive to share price, because under conditions of dispersed ownership and efficient capital markets under priced stock may lead to a takeover of the firm and a resultant firing of the managers. To optimize share price, managers should choose the package of rules that best trade off managerial expertise against outside supervision. Put differently, sensitivity to share price means that the incentives of managers

are aligned with those of shareholders. If it wanted to reap the benefits derived from managerial decisions to incorporate under its laws, Delaware had to craft the legal regime that optimally satisfied the interests of shareholders, even though most of these shareholders had no political connection to the state and no direct influence over the decision of where to incorporate.

The corporate governance conundrum illustrates a general point. Competition may discipline localist opportunism. If one thinks of local official actions as a kind of product, then a competitive market for that product would induce the producer (local officials) to behave in a way that consumers (those affected by their actions) will find attractive. Under these conditions, insiders serve as proxies for outsiders.14

Reality, of course, is messy. Capital markets are not perfectly efficient. Indeed, completely efficient competition is not realized in any sphere of human activity. A more nuanced argument would compare costs generated by imperfect alignment of local and general incentives – the divergence between the interests of management and those of shareholders under conditions of incomplete information in financial markets – with costs generated by government failure – the possibility that mandatory regulation will do worse. Central authorities, whether courts or some executive body, are hardly infallible and may fall prey to any of a number of systemic biases. Information asymmetries plague the regulatory process, whether judicial or administrative. Moreover, the existence of regulatory power itself provides an incentive for interested parties to influence the exercise of that power in their favor. Various structural problems may enable some parties to play this game more effectively than their rivals can.15

Determining whether government failure problems outweigh market imperfections remains at bottom an empirical exercise. The environments in which legal rules operate change and the balance between these risks may shift. A good case can be made that at the time Story decided Swift v. Tyson, competition among banking centers within the United States was too underdeveloped to deter localist opportunism. Thus, Story may have accurately assessed the localist motivation of New York's idiosyncratic rule on the qualifications for holder-in due-course status. But this particular insight does not justify a general position on the risk of localist opportunism.

III. NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT LAW IN THE UNITED STATES

Strictly speaking, there is no international law devoted specifically to negotiable instruments. UNCITRAL promulgated a Convention on International Bills of Exchange and International Promissory Notes in 1988, but only a handful of countries have signed or ratified it and entry into force seems unlikely. Instead, municipal (domestic) law apply to these contracts, with choice-of-law rules grounded in international custom determining which nation’s law governs.

Without a uniform set of rules and institutions, there exists the possibility that a locality might use its position to accrue local benefits that impose general costs on the global system of negotiable instrument transactions. Several exploitative strategies suggest themselves. First, a jurisdiction might apply idiosyncratic rules to induce outsiders to hire local lawyers and related specialists. Second, a jurisdiction might eschew rules in favor of general standards, also to induce outsiders to hire local experts who would have a great familiarity with the preferences of the judges who would apply these standards. Third, a jurisdiction might engage in bait-and-switch tactics to benefit local interests, discounting the cost of reduced business opportunities in the future. If, for example, debtors were disproportionately local and creditors were disproportionately outsiders, then a jurisdiction might announce a surprising new rule that lets debtors off the hook. This strategy might harm future debtors who might have to pay higher interest rates to offset the revealed legal risk, but local decisionmakers might have a sufficiently truncated time horizon to ignore this effect.

This concern is not merely hypothetical. In Swift v. Tyson, it appeared to Story that New York courts had pulled a bait-and-switch on outside


17. For example, New York until recently had a unique provision in its version of Article 5 of the UCC that allows the issuing bank to specify that a letter of credit would be governed entirely by the rules contained in the International Chamber of Commerce’s Uniform Customs and Practice, rather than by Article 5 itself. N.Y. U.C.C. Law § 5-102(4) (Consol. 1999), repealed by 2000 N.Y. Sess. Laws ch. 471, § 1. If one assumes that New York, as an international banking center, already enjoyed a positional monopoly, then authorizing a special legal regime for a common banking transaction might have induced out-of-state customers to use New York banks and lawyers to maximize familiarity with the applicable law, rather than to go elsewhere to obtain letters of credit.

creditors. Commercial law then, as now, allowed a holder in due course to enforce a debt even if the original creditor had committed fraud in the course of the initial transaction. A holder in due course is someone who pays a valuable consideration for the debt and has no notice of the original creditor's fraud. At the time of the case, courts generally treated the discharge of a preexisting debt as the equivalent of a direct payment and thus as valuable consideration. New York's courts, however, had waffled on this point, and the lower court in Swift v. Tyson, a federal court exercising diversity jurisdiction, decided that the discharge of a preexisting debt would not count. As a result, the (local) debtor could raise a fraud defense against an unwitting, and presumably outsider, downstream creditor. The downstream creditor presumably overpaid for the debt because he assumed that he would enjoy the rights of a holder in due course, an assumption that a general knowledge of the law would have supported. 19 To rectify this perceived injustice, the Court ruled that a federal court sitting in diversity was not bound by a state's judge-made law, but instead could develop and apply federal common law.

Within the United States, however, the subsequent development of the law of negotiable instruments has confounded Story's assumption about localist opportunism. The states first superseded the federal common law by adopting a uniform statute, namely the Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law. 20 In 1938 the Supreme Court overthrew completely the federal common law regime created by Swift v. Tyson. 21 Rather than leaping into a race to the bottom after Swift's reversal, the states continued to pursue a cooperative strategy of legal harmonization. In 1952 the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL) promulgated Article 3 of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). This statute, now in effect in all the states, ensures that the primary legal rules governing negotiable instruments achieve nationwide uniformity. Indeed, the UCC categorically resolves the precise issue in dispute in Swift v. Tyson, namely whether satisfaction of a prior debt constitutes value sufficient to qualify the person acquiring an instrument as a holder in due course. 22

What explains the defeat of localist opportunism here? One clue is that both of these uniform laws reflected the preferences and efforts of a relatively homogenous interest group, specifically the banking industry. To be sure, during the first half of the twentieth century, banking in the United States was largely state-based rather than national, especially regarding services such as negotiating checks and bills of exchange. But the industry employed national organizations for purposes of lobbying and coordinating its policy positions.

---

19. For a general discussion of the use of surprising new rules by courts to harm outsider creditors and investors, see Stephan, supra note 10.

20. The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws promulgated the Uniform Law in 1896, and by 1924 all the then-states had adopted it.


22. The UCC reaches the same conclusion as did Swift v. Tyson, namely that it does. U.C.C. § 3-303(a)(3).
These organizations essentially dictated the statute that NCCUSL drafted and ensured that the state legislatures would fall in line. The industry, in turn, sought a legal regime that would capture the benefits of standardized nationwide rules, essentially economies of scale and scope.23

Moreover, during the modern period there existed no local interests with a clear incentive to oppose the banking industry. There are many aspects of banking transactions that have distributional consequences and might pit the industry against its customers, or creditors against debtors, but the negotiation of commercial paper does not present many opportunities for exploitation of the unwary. The customers tend to be merchants, which is to say sophisticated commercial actors who can be both creditors and debtors. The expansion and deepening of the national common market since Story’s day means that it is less likely for any one jurisdiction to be disproportionately representative of debtors or creditors. Transparency and standardization have obvious value to both. In the United States, improvements in transportation and communication led to intensified competition among banks, which generally deters the promulgation of one-sided, harmful rules. In short, by the end of the nineteenth century there existed in the United States economic conditions that encouraged voluntary cooperation by the states to adopt generally desirable rules governing negotiable instruments.

Finally, one might infer something from the failure of the 1988 UNCITRAL Convention on international bills of exchange to gain any traction. Merchants increasingly operate internationally and look beyond their home countries to negotiate instruments generated by these transactions. Although money transfers between banks for retail customers remain remarkably cumbersome, transactions in commercial paper among merchants generally proceed without too great a cost. One might infer that the present pattern of national laws satisfies the needs of these merchants, making an international regime unnecessary. Arguably, the same set of incentives that operates at the state level in the United States also allows international transactions in commercial paper to proceed in the absence of a single set of international rules. The banks can find their way to uniform rules without requiring an international (or national) legislator to enact them.

IV. THE HAGUE CHILD SUPPORT CONVENTION

In November 2007 the Hague Conference on Private International Law produced a Convention on the International Recovery of Child Support and Other Forms of Family Maintenance. This treaty confronts a growing problem resulting from international mobility, namely enforcement of support rights against a parent who lives in a different country from the child. In essence, the Convention establishes mechanisms for the recognition of a foreign child support order and forbids discrimination against orders emanating in a foreign judicial system.

One might imagine that the enforcement of foreign child support orders presents a collective action problem. If states prefer the interests of their residents to outsiders, then they might prefer both to enforce support orders in favor of resident children and to shelter resident parents from the obligation to pay money to nonresident dependents. A cooperative equilibrium of non-discriminatory enforcement might be optimal, but each state has an incentive to defect in favor of its residents. The problem for the lawmaker, then, is to overcome this incentive so that states give equal treatment to orders in favor of nonresident children.

In theory, the Convention responds to this need. The question remains, however, why states would comply with its requirements. Absent credible assurances that other states will adhere to its rule, no single state would have any reason to cooperate with the desired collective solution. The Convention does not itself provide any enforcement mechanism.

Reaching the cooperative outcome presents another layer of complexity in the United States, which was the first country to sign this Convention. Under the U.S. federal structure, the states have primary responsibility for the promulgation and enforcement of child support orders. The federal government provides indirect support, for example through the tax system, but state domestic relations courts do the actual work in obtaining compliance with support obligations. Thus, to ensure that it meets its international obligation, the United States must procure conforming behavior on the part of the states.

One approach that the United States might take is to adopt the Convention as federal law. Perhaps private persons, such as nonresident claimants under foreign child support orders, could sue states that fail to honor the Convention's requirements. Alternatively, the federal government might have an

exclusive right to sue noncomplying states. Either way, the judiciary would provide the enforcement mechanism that the Convention itself leaves out.

The existing structure of U.S law in this area, however, points to a different enforcement mechanism. Statutes already in force require states to enforce foreign child support orders.25 The U.S. government, specifically the Department of Health and Human Services, monitors compliance. When it detects deficiencies in state behavior, the Department has a powerful weapon to redress them, namely legislative authority to withhold funds otherwise due the state to support its welfare program. 26 The amounts at stake far exceed the sums involved in foreign child support orders.

In light of the existing regime, does the United States need to do anything more to meet its obligations under the Convention? The Executive already has all the authority it needs to police and sanction noncomplying behavior by the states. Adding a layer of judicial enforcement would increase the risk of nonuniform outcomes, leading to confusion and possibly sabotaging exactly the international cooperation that the Convention seeks to promote.27

For some, the practical wisdom of excluding judicial enforcement of this Convention is beside the point. In their view, the Supremacy Clause constitutionally disables the Executive, acting with the consent of the Senate, from entering into a treaty that has no direct legal force, unless the treaty by its terms so provides.28 Perhaps the United States could circumvent this supposedly insuperable obstacle by implementing the Convention through legislation, rather than submitting it to the Senate as a Treaty. But some would claim that approach also violates the Constitution.29 Were this a convincing account of how the Constitution works, judicial supervision of a treaty such as the Child Support Convention would be ineluctable.

There is reason to doubt, however, whether these objections carry much weight. First, the Supreme Court on at least three recent occasions has expressed its confidence that the Executive and the Senate have the capacity to

27. I develop this point more fully in a forthcoming paper provisionally titled "The Privatization of International Law."
free treaties from judicial supervision. These statements, although not precisely holdings in cases that depended on resolution of the issue, may give official decisionmakers, if not skeptical academics, some comfort with the preclusion of judicial enforcement. More fundamentally, the Supremacy Clause represents a mechanism designed to combat localist opportunism. To the extent that the Executive and at least one, if not both, branches of the legislature have taken adequate steps to combat this evil, insistence on an inescapable judicial role smacks more of fetishism than careful constitutional analysis.

In sum, the United States does not need to make the Hague Child Support Convention binding federal law enforceable by lawsuit to ensure that the states will honor the Convention’s obligations. A system of financial sanctions administered by the Department of Health and Human Services can align the incentives of the states sufficiently to induce compliance. Giving private persons who are dissatisfied with a state’s performance under the Convention a power to sue will add little if anything to these incentives and may even confound U.S. compliance.

V. UNCITRAL ELECTRONIC COMMERCE CONVENTION

Stipulation of formalities – a low-cost act that signals an intent to engender legal consequences – presents a classic coordination problem. Once a lawmaker promulgates a formality, distributional issues largely disappear. Suppose validation of a testamentary disposition turned on using the right formality, say affixing a blue ribbon or a red ribbon. Until the law embraces a particular choice, users of red ribbons would have diametrically opposed interests from users of blue ribbons. But once the law came to rest, all testators going forward would have a common interest in choosing the designated formality based on its legal consequences.

With the explosion of e-commerce – transactions involving contracts formed and executed electronically through the internet – comes the issue of what formality will have an effect equivalent to a signed piece of paper in the


31. Distributional issues might lurk behind the choice of a formality if, for example, the required form mandated the use of a local good or the cost of employing the formality disproportionately burdened discrete groups. In the case of choosing a form to validate electronic signing of commercial contracts, however, neither of these consequences is plausible. The choice of a form to apply ex post facto to preexisting transactions might, however, have significant distributional consequences.

32. As a matter of game theory, this problem presents what is called a battle of the sexes. See DOUGLAS G. BAIRD, ROBERT H. GERTNER & RANDAL C. PICKER, GAME THEORY AND THE LAW 41-42 (1994). Ex ante, it does not have a fixed equilibrium, but going forward once a rule has been picked, there is no incentive to depart from it.
dead-tree world. The question of what should count as a valid and legally binding electronic signature can be reduced to one of how to attain clarity and breadth of acceptance. In a global marketplace nested in a wired world, adoption of a standard is far more consequential than the choice of which standard to use.

International coordination of these rules dates back to the 1996 UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce.\(^{33}\) UNCITRAL is a component of the United Nations that, among other things, drafts and endorses conventions and model laws related to international commerce.\(^{34}\) UNCITRAL endorsement of a convention constitutes the opening of a multilateral treaty for signing and ratification. Promulgation of a model law is not equivalent to making a treaty and creates no international obligation. Rather, a model law serves as a focal point for coordination. States that implement a model law do not signal anything about their attitude towards international obligations, but they do indicate a willingness to participate in a cooperative solution to a coordination problem.

Because state rather than federal law governs most aspects of commercial transactions, the United States responded to the Model Law on Electronic Commerce in a manner that reflects the shared authority of the two levels of government. The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, a body that has no direct lawmaking authority but coordinates cooperation by state officials, drafted the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA) to implement the Model Law.\(^{35}\) Congress in turn enacted the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act.\(^{36}\) The federal statute does two things. Section 7001 provides a general, but limited, authorization of the use of electronic signatures in international and interstate commerce. Section 7002 then provides that UETA, where it applies, will preempt and supersede Section 7001. All but a handful of states have adopted UETA, and Section 7001 ensures that the core features of the Model Law will apply as a matter of federal law in those few states that have not.\(^{37}\)

---


37. According to the NCCUSL web site, all but four states, as well as the District of Columbia and the U.S. Virgin Islands, have adopted the UETA. See The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, A Few Facts About the . . . Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, http://www.nccusl.org/Update/uniformact_factsheets/uniformacts-fs-uenta.asp (last visited Sept. 30, 2008). The holdouts are Georgia, Illinois, New York and Washington, each of which has legislation that provides a functional equivalent to UETA. Georgia Electronic Records and Signatures
In 2005 UNCITRAL adopted a Convention dealing with electronic commerce.\textsuperscript{38} It converts the elements of the Model Law into a treaty, thereby obligating parties to incorporate the rules of the model law into their legal systems.\textsuperscript{39} In considering whether to join such a Convention, the United States must determine whether implementation of this obligation by existing state legislation suffices to ensure U.S. compliance.

Unlike the Child Support Convention, the Electronic Commerce Convention would not come bundled with financial incentives to the states. Unless Congress were to adopt new legislation, only Section 7001 would govern transactions arising in states that had not adopted UETA. Section 7001 honors the spirit, but does not contain all the requirements, of the Convention. Although it bars states from refusing to recognize electronic signatures, Section 7001 does not specify what standards are sufficient to make an electronic signature legally valid. To meet fully its obligations under the Convention, the United States either would have to enact implementing legislation, wait until the four holdout states (including critically important New York) enact UETA, or determine that the existing law in the holdout states satisfies the obligations of the Convention. Moreover, the United States would have to assess the risk that states might repudiate UETA down the road, either through an outright repeal or by adopting inconsistent law. Put broadly, can the United States enter into an international agreement that would depend on

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Convention on the Use of Electronic Communications in International Contracts, G.A. Res. 60/21, U.N. Doc. A/RES/60/21 (Dec. 9, 2005). See generally Charles H. Martin, The Electronic Contracts Convention, the CISG, and New Sources of E-Commerce Law, 16 Tul. J. Int’l Comp. L. 467 (2008). A total of 18 countries signed the Convention, but none has ratified it. The Convention is no longer open for signing, but countries that did not do this, such as the United States, may accede to it at any future date. The Convention will enter into force at a set period following three ratifications.
\item The Electronic Commerce Convention admonishes its parties to interpret its rules with “regard . . . to its international character and to the need to promote uniformity in its application and the observance of good faith in international trade” as well as “in conformity with the general principles on which it is based or, in the absence of such principles, in conformity with the law applicable by virtue of the rules of private international law.” G.A. Res. 60/21, supra note 38, art. 5. The Uniform Law contains a similar injunction, Uniform Law Article 3, but UETA does not. Whether the absence of interpretative aspirations constitutes a significant difference between the Convention and the current legislation in force in the states is debatable. For the argument that the difference is significant, see Charles H. Martin, The UNCITRAL Electronic Contracts Convention: Will It Be Used or Avoided?, 17 Pace Int’l L. Rev. 261 (2005). For skepticism about the significance of interpretative admonitions in international commercial treaties, see Stephan, supra note 34.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
the states for implementation without creating some kind of federal supervision of state behavior?

A. Is Federal Law Necessary?

The modern-day proponents of federal power over international law might argue that a federal override is essential. Otherwise, states could put the United States in breach of its international obligations. But a federal override is neither a necessary nor a sufficient mechanism for guaranteeing strict compliance with international law. As the examples of negotiable instruments and the Child Support Convention illustrate, international cooperation can proceed without enforceable federal law.

First, a federal law is not necessarily a guarantor of complete compliance with an international obligation. No one disputes, for example, that state and local police must do what the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations requires, namely inform an arrested foreign national that he may contact a consular official if he wishes. The federal government has made a considerable effort to publicize this obligation and otherwise to encourage compliance. But, as the decade of litigation stemming from Vienna Convention violations indicates, the police frequently fail to make the effort.\textsuperscript{40} The litigation in turn has been about providing remedies to persons harmed by a failure to receive the required notice, not about preventing violations as such. Although some of the remedies proposed by litigants might have a deterrent effect going forward, no one has systematically demonstrated a link between any particular remedy and future compliance.

The broad lesson to be learned from the Vienna Convention episode is that some obligations by their nature fall largely on local actors and that any form of federal supervision will be incomplete. Regulation of post-arrest conduct necessarily implicates mostly local police forces, not the F.B.I. or state police forces, because these officers carry out most of the arrests in our country. It is not obvious what mixture of incentives and disincentives will optimize local compliance with the norm, and perfect compliance almost certainly would be too costly. The only way to guarantee perfect adherence to the requirements of the Vienna Convention would be to eliminate arrests. More to the point, it is not unreasonable to doubt that the kinds of judicially administered disincentives used to encourage compliance with constitutional

requirements (principally the exclusionary rule) represent the best tool to exercise federal supervision over local police conduct.\textsuperscript{41}

Second, as the negotiable instrument issue and the Child Support Convention illustrate, direct federal enforcement is not always necessary to achieve a high degree of uniformity in state and local law. In the case of the law governing negotiable instruments, the banking industry recognized its interest in legal stability and predictability and worked for legal codification on a state-by-state basis. In the case of the Child Support Convention, the federal government influences state lawmakers and local practice through financial incentives.

\subsection*{B. Alternatives to Federal Law}

There are many ways to distribute responsibility for compliance with an international obligation within a federal structure. Consider the case of the International Health Regulations (IHRs) promulgated in 2005 under the auspices of the World Health Organization. These international commitments deal with the organization of responses to international health emergencies. A diplomatic note from the United States accompanying its acceptance of these regulations stated that the United States

reserves the right to assume obligations under these Regulations in a manner consistent with its fundamental principles of federalism. . . . To the extent that such obligations come under the legal jurisdiction of the state governments, the Federal Government shall bring such obligations with a favorable recommendation to the notice of the appropriate state authorities.\textsuperscript{42}

A letter from the Secretary for Health and Human Services expanded on the point:

In the United States, State and local governments – not the Federal Government – have primary responsibility for exercising certain powers necessary to respond to serious public-health emergencies within their borders. Thus, any response to a serious public-health emergency in the United States likely would require cooperation between these levels of Government.

\textsuperscript{41} A majority of the Court so concluded. \textit{Sanchez-Llamas}, 548 U.S. at 348-50. Almost all lower courts previously had reached the same conclusion. More precisely, these courts considered the case for the exclusionary rule sufficiently problematic to require some positive evidence that the political branches anticipated this remedy at the time that the United States entered into the Vienna Convention.

... The United States fully recognizes its obligations under the IHRs, and intends to satisfy those obligations through appropriate Federal, State, and local action in accordance with the U.S. Constitution. In this regard, the Federal Government will exercise every effort to ensure that the provisions of the IHRs are given full effect by the pertinent authorities in the United States. In this sense, our reservation is largely about the internal modalities of fulfilling our obligations under the IHRs.43

The operative word is "cooperation," as distinguished from coercion. Public health services engage in a complex mix of funding, standard-setting, and monitoring, with most contact with the general public undertaken by state and local, rather than federal, agencies. Coercive oversight and aggressive second-guessing by the federal government of the decisions and actions of the bodies responding directly to an emergency is unlikely to be effective, even though the United States might be answerable internationally for any lapses that occur. The United States incorporated this simple but fundamental insight into its acceptance of its international obligations.

This episode suggests the array of mechanisms that are available to the United States to accede to the Electronic Commerce Convention. As with the IHRs, primary responsibility for implementation will fall on the states. At the same time, the problems addressed by the Uniform Law and the Convention are structurally the same as those governed by negotiable instruments law. In both cases, the law seeks to facilitate private commercial transactions by specifying the legal incidents of particular formalities. Although electronic commerce involves a wider set of interests and transactors than does negotiable instruments, it presents the same fundamental problem: There is no coherent group, defined geographically or by direct economic interest, that can predict with confidence whether it would do better with a liberal or stringent formality rule, and all transactors have some interest in specifying some formality as the prerequisite for validating transactions.

In these circumstances, the risk that any state will deviate from the common standard for validating electronic signatures seems vanishingly remote. The widespread adoption of UETA and the enactment of equivalent legislation in the remaining four states have established a coordination point from which no state, and no discrete group capable of influencing state decisionmaking, has an interest in departing. Although a state conceivably might act against the interests of its citizens, the risk of such action seems tolerable.

In sum, the United States could sign and ratify the Electronic Commerce Convention without adopting any further legislation or taking any steps to make the Convention effective within the domestic legal order. It could accompany its ratification with a reservation and explanation along the lines of those employed for the IHRs. In the unlikely event that a state subsequently

43. Id.
were to abandon its current commitment to validating electronic signatures, Congress then could act to correct whatever problem arises.

A nationalist might object that the United States should never assume an international obligation without ensuring it has the means to guarantee compliance. But what constitutes a guarantee of compliance? Coercive enforcement through the judiciary, the mechanism of choice for the nationalist approach to international law, introduces a risk of indeterminacy without necessarily producing a sufficient offsetting benefit. Reasonable judges can disagree about the interpretation of the more open-ended provisions of the Convention and can draw opposite inferences about the meaning of its lacunae. Given the already strong incentives to induce state compliance with the Convention's obligations, the marginal increase in compliance that federal judicial enforcement can bring about is likely to be small, if not nonexistent.

VI. THE PUZZLING PERSISTENCE OF STORY'S MISTAKE

These technical issues of treaty implementation raise fundamental questions. Why do so many international lawyers insist on the federalization of international obligations? As we have seen, the states have managed to surmount the risk of localist opportunism in a number of instances. U.S. treaty practice may yet embrace the conclusion that when conditions are right, the United States can satisfy its international obligations without resort to direct enforcement by the federal judiciary. Leading scholars, however, resist this result and what it implies.

One might respond to this criticism of federalization with a burden-of-proof type of argument. A nationalist defender of federalization might agree that under certain circumstances states may have the right set of incentives to implement U.S. international obligations, but assert that these circumstances are not sufficiently commonplace to justify complacency. Rather, the political branches might determine on a case-by-case basis whether reliance on the states is appropriate. The default should remain federalization, subject to an express override by the Executive and Congress.44

A decision by the United States to accompany its adoption of the Child Support and Electronic Communications treaties with an express disavowal of an intent to create federal law would be consistent with this position. But what if the actions of the Executive and Congress are ambiguous, perhaps silent with regard to domestic effect? Should the judiciary carve out a role for itself, even in the absence of a convincing case that its help is needed to combat localist opportunism?

The Supreme Court over the last decade has entertained exactly this debate, using the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations to explore these

issues. Even after six Supreme Court decisions, the matter is not yet at rest. A majority of the Court in Medellin v. Texas resolutely refused to provide any general guidance on the matter, although individual Justices have staked out competing positions on what presumption should apply. A global solution would require the United States to reach a consensus about the capacity of the judiciary to influence international relations and the importance of international law compliance in international relations. Such agreement does not seem likely any time soon, whatever international lawyers might think about the obviousness of the desired outcome.

Debates about judicial capacity infuse all issues of public law enforcement, international law included. Part of the debate involves competing claims about the judicial function. To some, judicial decisions most importantly express the community’s moral sense. By shaping the way society talks about moral principles, the judiciary influences social decisionmaking and thus social order. We might call this an expressive function. To others, judicial decisions resolve concrete disputes involving material liberty and property interests and indicate how similar disputes will be resolved in the future. People, including governmental decisionmakers, then take this information into account in planning their actions. We might call this an instrumental function. The functions sometimes overlap but also can conflict, as when a court articulates a moral judgment in a case that has no immediate consequences (say, because the defendant is judgment proof). Both judicial practice and scholarly arguments are available to support either perspective.

Ironically, the most extensive articulation of the instrumentalist position by the Supreme Court became the foundation for those seeking to expand the federal court’s expressive function. In Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, Justice Harlan defended a refusal to recognize a particular rule said to reflect customary international law by arguing that courts seldom had the capacity to resolve international disputes. He noted that their control over significant assets arises only adventitiously and their actions otherwise have little influence over the array of interactions that make up international

45. See cases cited supra note 40.
46. See supra note 40. The lower courts are split as to whether a person who has not received the notice required by the Vienna Convention may bring a tort suit under 28 U.S.C. § 1350 or 42 U.S.C. § 1983 against local authorities. Compare Jogi v. Voges, 480 F.3d 822 (7th Cir. 2007) (cause of action available), with Gandara v. Bennett, 528 F.3d 823 (11th Cir. 2008) (no cause of action), and De Los Santos Mora v. New York, 524 F.3d 183 (2d Cir. 2008) (same), and Cornejo v. County of San Diego, 504 F.3d 853 (9th Cir. 2007) (same).
47. 128 S. Ct. 1346 (2008).
relations. Yet later commentators and courts found in an antecedent component of that decision—its holding that the application of a common-law international law issue presented a federal question for purposes of federal court jurisdiction—a basis for the argument that all international law issues create federal court jurisdiction and thus invite federal judicial development of the law. In a world where such doctrinal jiu-jitsu can happen, expecting the law to come to rest at any one place seems unrealistic.

The question of how much compliance with international law is optimal remains even more fraught. Some would privilege international obligations as distinct moral commitments that transcend cost-benefit analysis. Others regard these obligations as contingent, ephemeral and never sufficient to require a sacrifice of national interest. As the substantive claims resting on arguments about international obligation shift, so do the arguments about the compulsory nature of such obligations. Again, it seems fanciful to expect these arguments to reach a satisfactory resolution any time soon.

Although these fundamental questions remain hanging, the United States still must continue to negotiate and implement treaties. Its actions will feed these debates but certainly will not resolve them. By challenging the premise of the nationalist position—that localist opportunism inevitably threatens compliance with the international obligations that the federal government undertakes—I may have added to the uncertainty that dogs the United States as it inevitably acts. Yet my argument also points to greater possibilities for the formation of international law. Rather than limiting itself to international law that its courts will enforce, the United States, I argue, is free to explore a wide range of options for implementing the obligations that it undertakes. If the goal is more, and more effective, international cooperation, this should be welcome news.

50. See Bradley & Goldsmith, supra note 5.